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The following FAQ for the Phantom Flex4K is meant for cinematographers, 1st ACs and
postproduction and gives some evaluation of image quality and explains the workflow.
Specifications are provided by the manufacturer – though not all technical specs may be fully explained
or noted. For comparison we added the specs of the Weisscam HS-2 - for a detailed comparison of both
cameras, which is currently in the works, please write an email. Furthermore the camera has been tested
with the Weisscam S.T.C. (Subjective Test Chart), which contains elements of the most important aspects
in camera technology (resolution, colors, dynamic range, etc.).
Why subjective test chart? We wanted to create a single testchart with fixed lightning conditions, which had
all basic elements in one image rather than shooting multiple charts – some of the elements can be measured in detail, others are based on the subjective opinion of each DoP/director (basically like the choice
of lenses for your shot). So some of the results can be measured mathematically, others match our experience and personal opinion about what we think makes a pleasing image (which may differ from the purely
technical measurements) – of course you´re free to make your own opinion.
Also be aware that shooting highspeed is – though technical progress in image quality and usability is
undeniable - still different from „normal-speed“ shots and it´s always recommended to have an experienced
highspeed operator on set, who will help you during pre-production (workflow, lights, etc.), production and
post-production.

1. Specifications
Specification			

Weisscam HS-2			

Phantom Flex4K

Sensor Size (max.)		
					

A little smaler than S35		
(conversion factor x1,17)		

A little bigger than S35
(conversion factor x0,9)

Pixel size			

11 micron				

6,75 micron

Bit depth			

12bit					

12bit

Shutter type			

Global					

Progressive Scan (Rolling)

max. Resolution		
& max. Framerate		

2016x1536 - 1.400fps			
(RAW mode only)			

4096x2304 - 938fps
(RAW mode only)

other Resolutions		
1920x1080 – 2.200fps		
& max. Framerates		
1280x720 – 4.000fps			
										
					
Note: Filmmode (less noise)		
					
reduces max. framerate and		
					
recording time by 0.5		
										
										
Sensor base 			
senstivity

320 ASA				

Sensitivity via 			
400/500 ASA with Weiss-		
gamma curves		
cam optimized flat gamma curve
										
RAM buffer			

36 GB					

Max. Rec time			
1920x1080 @ 2.200fps: 5,4s		
										

4096x2160 – 1.000fps
3840x2160 – 1.000fps
2048x1152 – 1.850fps
1920x1080 – 1.975fps
1280x720 – 2.925fps
downsampling to
e.g. 1920x1080 possible
250 ASA
250-800 ASA preset curves
(320-640 ASA recommended)
2 log curves available
64 GB
4096x2304 @ 938fps: 4,8s
1920x1080 @ 1975fps: 9,8s

Anamorphic			
mode available

Yes (no desqueeze) in 2k 4:3		

Yes (18,5 x 15,5mm sensor crop)

Lens mounts			
					

PL, Nikon, Canon, PV, Leica,		
BNC-R via P&S IMS Mount

PL, Nikon, Canon

Power				
					
					

21-28V DC via 2-pin Fischer,		
24V batteries possible (e.g. 		
VCLX)					

12-28V DC via 3-pin Lemo,		
12V Onboard batteries possible
(Anton Bauer & Hawk Wood)

Most common workflow
					

HD-SDI workflow recording to
nearly any recorder			

RAW Workflow recording to
Cinemags

Size and weight		
					

31,6 x 20,1 x 21 cm			
8,6 kg					

29,2 x 14 x 20 cm
6,3 kg

1. Sensor chart
The following charts displays the various sensor sizes at different resolutions (not all available resolutions
are listed):

The full sensor of the Phantom Flex4K is a little bigger than a S35 frame (optical conversion factor of x0,9
when shooting 4096x2304, image circle: 31,7mm). Most S35 lenses (image circle 31,1) should work - but
wide angle or (older) zoom lenses should be tested for full coverage. The 1920x1080 frame is approximatly
a Super16 format - hence S16 lenses can be used with this resolution.

3. Image quality - comparison
For testing image quality parameters, we shot an image of the Weisscam S.T.C., which contains several different aspects of image evalution. The tests take place in an objective (mathematical measurements) and
subjective (personal opinion about the image) way. The test has been shot in daylight lightning conditions
(5600K) and a focal length of 50mm at a T-stop of 5.6 at 400 ASA setting, 25 fps and a 180° shutter (the
test was also done with 500fps and 360° shutter and according T-stop compensation).
The Phantom Flex4K recorded RAW files to the internal Cinemags – giving 4096x2304 12bit *cine RAW files for postprocessing in Phantom Camera Control software. The files were processed manually afterwards
to 16bit *.tif files – a manual whitebalance was done on the graycard and some custom gamma settings
were applied to give a pleasing image (compromise between dynamic range and usable image).
Please note: All images shown in this document are for reference only. If you need the original files
for full evaluation, write an email to info@weisscam.com or mail@johannes-knaupp.de
A video of the test and some further test footage is available in 4K on Youtube (H264 compressed):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YwuXzcO-0ZY

Weisscam S.T.C. shot with Phantom Flex4K

3.1. Resolution
The graphs below show the MTF and possible aliasing of the camera in horizontal direction measured at
the resolution charts on the top right - vertical direction was also measured and led to same results:

With 4x more pixels than FullHD the Flex4K is able to record about the double detail - as mathematically
expected (rembember Nyquist? ;) ). The Flex4K ability of recording fine detail stops at about 700cph and
has some aliasing visible between 700 and 1200cph (already some very fine detail) - the lowpass filter
kicks in after that and blures fine details reducing possible further aliasing.

3.2. Dynamic Range
The Dynamic Range of the camera was tested on the T-Stop chart on the top of the S.T.C - ranging from
T1.0 to T64. The T-Stop of the lens was set to 5.6 (measured medium gray value).
Note: The following pictures won´t show the full dynamic range of the camera, since the file is already applied with our custom gamma curve and are also compressed to 8bit JPEGs in this document.
Full dynamic range can only be measured when using the original RAWs and final results depend
on the image settings used during debayering (offset, gamma, gain). E.g. using a rec.709 curve
limits the dynamic range compared to the available log curves. There may be also different dynamic
range results depending on the ASA settings used, because higher ASA settings seem to give you
more dynamic range in the lower exposed parts of the image, but the clipping point in the highlights
seems to be roughly the same for different ASA values. Thats why the numbers given here, can´t be
seen in the images - but they may be suitable for judging general behaviour (highlight rolloff etc.).

Phantom Flex4K
As described above, the dynamic range can´t be a general measurement, since it depends on your settings
used for debayering. But our judgement with very flat gamma curves and available dynamic range in the
RAW files would be:
Phantom Flex4K:

11-11,5 stops (+4,5 stops over med. gray, -6,5-7 stops under med. gray)

3.3. Colors
The colors were measured with the Macbeth Color checker on the right side of the S.T.C.
The resulting image was than compared with an optimum image of the color checker values resulting in a
„delta-E“ value of each patch. „Delta-E“ is displaying the difference from to optimal values in a simple number. Values till about 3,5-4 are considered as „not noticable“ by a normal viewer. Values above 6 are considered as another color - at least mathematically. But as always it depends on each viewer and how he/she
recepts color (and the settings used in gamma/saturation etc. also define the colors). For example color
differences in gray areas and skintones are much more noticable to human color perception than differences in highly saturated colors - one thing that isn´t taken into account in the delta-E system. We would even
say that differences till 15 may be considered as an „ok“ color in our world. Also any possible color correction is not taken into account (we only did a whitebalance on the graycard) in our evaluation, which can led
to more accurate colors by using a 3x3 color matrix or 3D LUT.
Results: Picture 1 is showing the ideal color (left) and the actual color (right). Picture 2 the „delta-E“ values.

The Flex4K doesn´t show ideal results in the colometry - but most colors seem to be in the right direction
when looked at the vectorscope. Differences especially can be seen in the luminance values of the patches
(look at the gray values), which also influence the luminance in the color patches. This may be caused by
the gamma curves, which was applied - leading to different luminance values than optimal for the color
measurement (but getting more dynamic range out of the image).
But since there is no big color shift in the gray values and also skintones seem to be quite right, the colors
can be considered good - and can be improved by a 3D LUT created from the Color Checker (but this may
result in different gamma settings etc.).

3.4. Noise
Noise has been measured at the gray patches of the Color checker (especially patch 4 from the left, which
is approximatly medium gray) - the result is an Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR). Light source was a daylight
source, which is best for SNR calculation, since it has a full spectrum and the sensor (as all sensors in
digital cameras) works best with daylight (no color channel has to be amplified too much). With a tungsten
source the noise is expected to be more visible, because especially the blue channel has to be amplified for
a correct white balance (since tungsten has a lot more red in the light spectrum).
For comparison, here´s a chart, how different SNR values look like:

Results:

The result of the Phantom Flex4K is good with a value of 42,4 for daylight sources.
For tungsten lightning especially the blue channel has to be amplified for a correct white balance. This leds
to more visible noise. Since the S.T.C. is only equiped with daylight lightning we couldn´t do any definate
tests with tungsten.

3.5. Rolling Shutter Artifacts
We added a pendulum to the S.T.C., which swings from top right to top left, and shot this test with 25fps |
180° shutter and 500fps | 360° shutter to see if there´s any rolling shutter artifacts visible.
Results:
Though Phantom Flex4K has a rolling shutter (but a very fast one), we don´t see any artifacts caused by
it. There may be some some artifacts visible in very fast objects or pans (e.g. at explosions) - but this was
something we couldn´t test.
Note:
Since the progressive scan shutter on the Flex4K is read out in horizontal lines - only reducing the horizontal resolution leads to better possilbe framerates. For example: 4096x2160 and 3840x2160 have the same
framerate, since the horizontal resolution is the same. For the HS-2 each pixel read out less may result in
higher framerates.

4. Workflow Phantom Flex4K
In the following the typical workflow of the Phantom Flex4K should be described - as a guidance for on-set
workflow and postproduction workflow. Not all details are fully explained - it´s alway recommended to talk to
you´re highspeed supervisor/operator before the shot to have the workflow worked out in oder to avoid any
bad suprises on-set or in postproduction.
For the Phantom Flex4K the typical workflow is the RAW workflow. With the RAW files you can transfer all
available resolutions to the internal cinemag (available with 1 or 2 TB) after recording to the RAM - so the
full sensor raw data with additional metadata (gamma, iso etc. settings) is recorded. This is, of course, a
good start for postproduction - but one must be aware that with uncompressed 4K you´ll get a lot of raw
data, which must be copied and postprocessed (debayering, rendering) on set or later in postproduction. So
a lot more time for copying and rendering must be calculated compared to e.g. the Weisscam HS-2.
For the RAW workflow the files are saved to the internal cinemag of the camera in .cine format. The RAW
file contains the image and metadata (ASA, gamma, etc.) set in the image menu of the camera. Additionally
the camera has several outputs (monitor and clean) for playback in a standard downscaled HD-SDI format
or even a QuadHD video ouput on 2x 3G SDI (coming soon via firmwareupdate) in both, YCbCR 422 and
RGB 444 (downscaled 3G-SDI only - coming soon via firmwareupdate). So a HD-SDI workflow using any
HD-SDI Recorder (Gemini, KiPro, etc.) like on the Weisscam HS-2 would also be possible, but this workflow is rarely used and at the moment limited to HD resolutions.
After recording to the cinemag, the data has to be transferred to a PC/MAC via the cinestation. The station
connects via 1- or 10-Gig-Ethernet (a 10Gig-E Network is highly recommended - otherwise transfering will
be painfully slow). Most rental facilities offer a configured workstation coming with the camera for this task.
The files can be transfered via „Phantom Camera Control“ software on PC or „Seancé“ on MAC. Copying
takes about 10 minutes for 64GB (one full RAM) with 10Gig-E interface - depending on your machine and
configuration.
After the files have been copied, image settings (gamma curves, colors, saturation, grading) etc. can be
applied in various software (.cine files are e.g. supported by „Phantom Camera Control“, „DaVinci Resolve“
(not lite!) and most other professional grading software). Then the files can be transcoded into the desired
file format, which may contain a compression like ProRes. Rendering time depends on how much color correction is done, how powerful your machine is and to what format/compressions the file is rendered - there´s no general predicate for that. Editing can start after that step (or with third party plugins in Avid/Adobe if
you have a powerful machine).

Note: Vision Research is working on a compressed file option, which can record files to the internal cinemag in an industry standard codec (you may gues what codec...) and a log curve. This may
simplify the workflow, since there should be less data and no debayering needed - but this option is
not yet released.
Workflow chart:

Phantom Flex4K
Camera RAM

Transferring to
Cinemag

Transferring .cine
files to PC/MAC

Debayering in
software

Editing

Files for postproduction

Transconding to
desired format

Fileformat & Size
Recorder			

Compression

File format		

Size (4K 25fps; 1 minute)

Phantom Cinemag IV		

uncompressed

.cine			

ca. 16,80 GB

Camera Video Outputs:
- 2x 3G-SDI, up to QuadHD 30p (422 only - future update) - 1920x1080 in 422 and 444 (future update)
- 1x 3G-SDI Monitor Out (1080)
- 1x 3G-SDI Viewfinder Out (1080)
- 1x 3G-SDI Input (1080) - for reverse Video-In and Audio in (embedded)

5. For 1st/2nd ACs
5.1. Phantom Flex4K Power Input/Outputs
- Power In: Lemo 3Pin (Phantom custom) - max. Power In 12-28V DC (make sure to check batteries!),
Hawk Wood mount with 26V batteries or Anton Bauer Gold Mount 12V batteries for Handheld use
possible, ca. 140W
- Power Out: 1x 12V Fischer 2-pin, 2x 24V RS 3-pin, 1x 12V Hirose 4-pin (viewfinder).

6. Personal statement & Pro´s/Con´s of the Phantom Flex4K
The Flex4K performed well in our tests - but as every camera it has some advantages / disadvantages in
our opinion, which we try to explain in short here as a base for deciding if the camera may be appropriate
for your project.
Phantom Flex4K
+ 938 fps in 4K, 1.000fps in Quad HD in Super35 sensor format
+ short copying time from camera RAM to cinemags
+ established RAW workflow for full postproduction control
+ more dynamic range & resolution compared to other highspeed cameras (though still less then Alexa,
Epic & Co)
+ easy user interface on camera (no separate computer for camera control necessary in most cases)
+ configurable 3G-SDI outputs (future updates necessary)
+ log gamma curves on 3G-SDI outputs possible
+ future option of compressed file recording directly to cinemags in industry standard codec
- more than 1.000fps only available with sensorcrop to 2K or 1080 leading to S16 sensor size
- long time for copying & rendering files from cinemags to PC/MAC
- special software & workstation for copying & rendering/debayering needed
- higher rental price compared to other highspeed cameras
- separate DIT for copying & rendering is highly recommended
- some small issues with „new technology“ (e.g. not all software can read the new metadata, some things
coming with future firmware updates)
Personal statement:
Is this the right camera for my project? A question we often get and that always depends on your project
and what is needed for your vision. Like any other camera, also the Phantom Flex4K has their advantages
and disadvantages - so it´s always good to talk to your highspeed supervisor/operator before the shot and
define what camera and which workflow is recommended for your project and budget.
From the technical standpoint, of course, the Phantom Flex4K is the best highspeed camera currently on
the market - more resolution, better image quality (especially more dynamic range, which may have been
an issue many of you had with the „old“ highspeed cameras), etc. But it can only do approx. 1.000fps when
using the S35 sensor format and it requires more time for on-set copying of 4K data (and of course creates
alot more data) and for transcoding files in postproduction, which costs time and money.
But there are many more factors and it can´t be said in general, this or that is the right camera - so always
talk to your highspeed supervisor/operator (or call us :-) ), tell them about your vision for the project and we
will help you choosing the right tool for the project!

7. Contact details
Weisscam GmbH - digital highspeed camera development & rental
Marktstr. 10
80802 Munich
Germany
info@weisscam.com
www.weisscam.com
Phone +49 89 3090546-0
Johannes Knaupp - cinematographer and highspeed supervisor
Else-Rosenfeld-Str. 21
81673 Munich
Germany
mail@johannes-knaupp.de
www.johannes-knaupp.de
Phone +49 176 21970916
Thanks for supporting our tests:

www.ludwigkameraverleih.de

www.dedoweigertfilm.de

